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As a writing instructor, my most basic goal is to guide students through the process of acquiring 
and improving skills necessary to writing. To do this, being adaptable and working to create 
unique lessons that encourage each new set of students I encounter to become the excellent 
writers and communicators I know they can be. In my teaching, I use a combination of goal-
setting, process-centered writing, collaboration, and low and high-tech methods to encourage 
students to become the most effective communicators they can be because this combination 
allows me to meet the needs of a variety of students and to adapt my teaching—whether face-
to-face or online—accordingly. 

The first—and possibly most crucial part of my teaching—is goal-setting, which grants students 
the opportunity to set a path for themselves and work toward their individual goals while meeting 
university learning outcomes. In their journey to become better writers and communicators, 
students must take responsibility for their own learning, and goal-setting provides them with the 
opportunity to do that. I ask students to consider their goals beyond “I want an A” or “I need to 
fulfill a gen. ed. requirement” and their goals for college and their future careers, asking them to 
also consider how the class will help them achieve those goals. Setting these goals and 
returning to them throughout the semester allows students to do important reflective work 
wherein they discover how best to proceed toward meeting those goals. 

Second, and also important to students’ discovery work is teaching in a way that allows students 
to practice different recursive, process-centered writing and research methods to understand 
what works best for them as they. For each assignment, I provide students time in class to work 
on each part of the process. After providing students with the tools for brainstorming and 
planning, I prefer to allow them to choose what kind of brainstorming and planning works best 
for them because writing processes are highly individual. 

Though these processes are highly individual, I acknowledge and firmly believe that writing is a 
collaborative, social activity, so much of my teaching focuses on collaboration as an essential 
part of the writing process. Students regularly work together in groups to share, discuss, and 
examine their ideas about the readings and each other’s work because this group work allows 
students to encounter and try to understand different perspectives and different audiences in a 
safe classroom environment. 

Finally, as they work through their processes and collaborate with their classmates, students 
benefit from the usage of both low-tech methods involving pencil and paper or markers and a 
whiteboard and high-tech methods wherein they utilize various digital technology and 
composing and media software. Asking students to compose multimodally and analyze 
multimodal texts allows them to expand their understanding of “writing” and “composition.” 
Multimodal composition is a necessary component of any writing course because students most 
often encounter multimodal texts outside of the classroom, but we too often think multimodal 
must mean digital. Therefore, I prefer to use a range of low- and high-tech tools in the 
classroom, to indicate to my students that they should use whichever method works best for 
them and their intended audiences, which can extend far beyond the confines of the writing 
classroom. 

One assignment I utilized in my ENC 1101: Composition I classes that demonstrates how each 
of the elements described here are important to my teaching is the “Remediation Portfolio” I ask 
students to create. In this portfolio, students choose one of their major writing assignments from 
the course and they must “remediate” it so that it now conforms to the constraints of a different 
medium (e.g. If they initially wrote a traditional, alphanumeric essay for their literacy narrative, 
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they could turn it into a podcast or a poster). Students choose how high- or low-tech their 
remediation projects will be, and they work together with classmates to evaluate their 
remediation drafts before combining them into a portfolio with their other work from the course. 
Finally, students are asked to reflect on their writing throughout the course, referring back to 
their stated goals for the course and examining how the work they have done throughout the 
course and in their Remediation Portfolio has prepared them for the work they will do outside of 
the course. 

Each of the components I have described here are critical to the way I teach and enable me to 
create lessons that facilitate students in developing their own process and understanding how 
that writing process—from determining the goals of their writing to polishing the pieces they 
believe reach their goals—aids them in creating effective communications products. Each of 
these components are necessary to create a class that best benefits students and allows them 
to become the writers and communicators they need to be in and beyond their writing courses. 

 


